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Introduction



Our last 16 years
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The Wikimedia projects have grown into the largest 
collection of free, collaborative knowledge in human 
history. 

volunteer-authored articles 
in nearly 300 languages[1]

active editors, contributing 
at least 5 edits per month[3]

items on Wikidata[2] pageviews every month[4]

40M+

25M+

75K+

15B+

[1] Wikistats, [2] Wikidata, [3] Wikistats, [4] Wikimedia Analytics

https://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/TablesArticlesTotal.htm.
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page
https://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/TablesWikipediansEditsGt5.htm
https://analytics.wikimedia.org/dashboards/vital-signs/#projects=all/metrics=Pageviews.


Today

We have a bold vision:
a world in which every 
single human being can 
freely share in the sum of 
all knowledge. 

Together, we have had a lot of 
success. There are still many 
challenges that remind us how far 
we have to go to achieve this vision. 

5
UNESCO / CC BY-SA 3.0-igo

https://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Annual_Report#/media/File:Young_girls_reading_-_Government_primary_school_in_Amman,_Jordan.jpg
https://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Annual_Report#/media/File:Young_girls_reading_-_Government_primary_school_in_Amman,_Jordan.jpg
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Goals for this process
As a movement, identify a cohesive direction that 
aligns and inspires us all on our path to 2030.

Build trust within our movement through 
participation in an open process based on shared 
power.

Better understand the people and institutions 
that form our movement, those we are not yet 
reaching, and how their needs may change over 
the next 13 years.

Build a shared understanding of what it means to 
be a movement, how others outside of us can take 
part, and what it will take to increase our 
movement’s impact.

Build relationships to expand and enrich our 
movement and prospective partners.

Jason Krüger for Wikimedia Deutschland e.V. (CC BY-SA 4.0)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Conference_2016_-_162.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Conference_2016_-_162.jpg


● Four tracks by 
audience

● Tracks A and B 
discussions broken 
into 3 cycles

● Tracks C and D focus 
on research on 
readers and partners 
(new and existing)
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Process Track C Track D

Phase 2: 
Movement 
structure, 
roles and 3-5 
year goals

Phase 1: Movement-wide strategic direction

Track A Track B
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Process
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Trends to consider



Population
Between 2015 and 2030, the vast majority of the world’s 
population growth will be in Africa (42%) and Asia 
(12%).[1]

Education
While overall literacy will rise, global access to 
post-secondary education will remain out of reach for 
billions of people.[2]

Technology
For the first time, nearly everyone in the world will have 
a smartphone -- with internet and a camera.[3]

Politics of knowledge
Much of the world’s digital knowledge is contributed by 
only part of the world.[4] As more people come online, 
addressing representation will be even more urgent.   

10
Luca Baggio / CC0 1.0 

The World in 2030

[1]  UN, (Total population: median)
[2] Brookings Institute, 2015

[3] Cisco VNI Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast, 2015-2020
[4] Oxford Internet Institute, 2014

https://unsplash.com/photos/eKU3JGNCCMg
https://unsplash.com/photos/eKU3JGNCCMg
https://unsplash.com/photos/eKU3JGNCCMg
https://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/Download/Probabilistic/Population/
https://www.brookings.edu/research/why-wait-100-years-bridging-the-gap-in-global-education/
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/complete-white-paper-c11-481360.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2382617


One of the most 
significant global 
demographic trends 
of the 21st century 
will be the rapid 
population growth 
in Africa and Asia.

The world in 2030: 13% more people[1] 
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POPULATION

2030

+490m (42%)

+500m (12%)

[1] UN World Population, 2015 
Source: UN, (Total population: median)

Asia

Africa

http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/news/population/2015-report.html
https://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/Download/Probabilistic/Population/
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It will take 83 years for low-income countries to move their average school 
level from elementary to high school graduation.[1]

There is an urgency in our quest to share free knowledge. 
[[WP:NODEADLINE]] is a privilege that the majority of our population and 
the planet do not have.

… and unequal resources

12

EDUCATION

Nick Amoscato / CC BY 2.0[1] Source: Brookings Institute, 2015

https://www.flickr.com/photos/namoscato/8297366194/in/photolist-dDdaTQ-dDdbUu-axNpHw-59qaoB-6cLdeS-8H1LCt-a6ZeU7-nBsBJJ-dGHJA4-3wePm-59PcZb-a4MMDx-4PSxP9-dUCtRS-dUCtSL-5RyzS6-d8axLq-d88x15-8EKVTj-fKtqCJ-8K5rif-67bnJQ-9oEDbT-5x9K83-54oMnX-bJSEK-bWndhK-5x5kVn-pgfF7w-9v3syM-bJSuj-akYN8K-8H1LGn-38tBGB-qSmsZb-7zcC8R-cN2W9y-7TBkoB-5TaRiz-o2UPU-dnTJRh-8bPveL-8tJtaQ-9jd6Rp-7CdRvN-b6gFGi-pa8pTJ-9wUx1u-7znCaK-5qmo7a
https://www.flickr.com/photos/namoscato/8297366194/in/photolist-dDdaTQ-dDdbUu-axNpHw-59qaoB-6cLdeS-8H1LCt-a6ZeU7-nBsBJJ-dGHJA4-3wePm-59PcZb-a4MMDx-4PSxP9-dUCtRS-dUCtSL-5RyzS6-d8axLq-d88x15-8EKVTj-fKtqCJ-8K5rif-67bnJQ-9oEDbT-5x9K83-54oMnX-bJSEK-bWndhK-5x5kVn-pgfF7w-9v3syM-bJSuj-akYN8K-8H1LGn-38tBGB-qSmsZb-7zcC8R-cN2W9y-7TBkoB-5TaRiz-o2UPU-dnTJRh-8bPveL-8tJtaQ-9jd6Rp-7CdRvN-b6gFGi-pa8pTJ-9wUx1u-7znCaK-5qmo7a
https://www.brookings.edu/research/why-wait-100-years-bridging-the-gap-in-global-education/
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The changing 
education landscape
● More tech in the classroom 

(especially mobile)[1]

● Established frameworks for digital 
literacy, information literacy, and 
21st century skills[2]

● Teachers creating and using open 
educational resources

● Education for employability

EDUCATION

[1] Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emergencies, 2015
[2] UNESCO, 2016
[3] UNESCO, 2012
[4] World Education Forum, 2016

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0021/002164/216451E.pdf


53% of the global population 
will be online by 2030 

14CC By SA Jeff Ogden (W163) - From [[w:en:Wikipedia:List of countries by number of Internet users article in the English Wikipedia]]                       Source: 
EuroMonitor, 2015

TECHNOLOGY

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=19202338
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=19202338
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=19202338
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=19202338
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=19202338
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=19202338
http://blog.euromonitor.com/2015/04/half-the-worlds-population-will-be-online-by-2030.html
http://blog.euromonitor.com/2015/04/half-the-worlds-population-will-be-online-by-2030.html
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[Mobile means that] 
everyone gets a 
pocket 
supercomputer.[1]

- Benedict Evans

CC0, Public Domain

TECHNOLOGY

Source: Benedict Evans’ How Mobile Is Eating the World, 2016

https://pixabay.com/en/children-learning-video-game-boys-1346149/
https://pixabay.com/en/children-learning-video-game-boys-1346149/
https://www.slideshare.net/a16z/mobile-is-eating-the-world-2016/10-10Everyone_gets_a_pocket_supercomputerMobile


Demand for rich media is rising 

Source: KPCB report, 2016 Internet Trends (slide 90)

TECHNOLOGY
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http://www.kpcb.com/internet-trends


Structured data connects all
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TECHNOLOGY

● Links our projects 

● Standardizes across 

languages 

● Improves search

● Answers complex queries

● Enables 

micro-contributions

Source: WikiGenomes 

http://wikigenomes.org/main_page


90% reduction in 
hours spent 
reviewing 
RecentChanges for 
vandalism after 
ORES (machine 
learning prediction 
service) was 
enabled[2]

 

[1] Computer History 2016
[2] Wikimedia Foundation, 2017
Source: Ben Evans’ How Mobile Is Eating the World, 2016, page 34

Promising early applications of machine learning
TECHNOLOGY
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“What a computer is to me is the most remarkable 
tool that we’ve ever come up with, and it’s the 

equivalent of a bicycle for our minds” Steve Jobs[1]

http://www.computerhistory.org/atchm/steve-jobs/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-rmxp3GNrSmqfjLoMZYlnR55S8DKoSfG-PCHObjTNAg/edit#slide=id.g1c9c9bd2c0_1_8
http://ben-evans.com/benedictevans/2016/12/8/mobile-is-eating-the-world


Politics of knowledge

Openness on the 
internet has 
declined for the 
sixth consecutive 
year, with 67% of all 
internet users living 
in countries where 
criticism of the 
government, 
military or ruling 
family are subject to 
censorship.[1]

[1] Freedom House, 2016

KNOWLEDGE

Source: Freedom of the Net 2016, 2016. Direct image link.

https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/freedom-net-2016
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/freedom-net-2016
https://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/FOTN_2016_WorldMap_820px.jpg
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Under-represented topics actively deleted

Reference: Bloomberg, 2016

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2016-12-22/how-woke-is-wikipedia-s-editorial-pool
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KNOWLEDGE

[1] Wikimedia Public Policy  

Access
Knowledge should 
be freely accessible 
by everyone, 
across every 
country, language 
and device.

Censorship
Everyone should 
have the right to 
share and access 
knowledge free of 
government 
censorship.

Copyright
People don’t just 
read anymore; they 
create, share and 
remix. Copyright 
law should evolve 
to reflect this new 
reality.

Intermediary 
Liability
The law should 
allow internet 
platforms to stay 
out of editorial 
decisions so that 
people can share 
and speak freely

Privacy
Everyone should 
be free to read and 
write without 
governments 
looking over their 
shoulders.

Adam Jones / CC-BY-SA-2.0 G.dallorto / free use with attribution Victorgrigas / CC-BY-SA-3.0 Quevaal / CC-BY-SA-3.0Alice Donovan Rouse / CC0 1.0

Public policy affects how the world can freely access, create, share and remix knowledge. The 
Wikimedia community and Foundation focus primarily on the following five areas: [1]

Policy

https://policy.wikimedia.org/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Young_Woman_with_Cellphone_-_Outside_Sheikh_Lotfollah_Mosque_-_Isfahan_-_Iran_(7433220770).jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Young_Woman_with_Cellphone_-_Outside_Sheikh_Lotfollah_Mosque_-_Isfahan_-_Iran_(7433220770).jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Coppia_al_Gay_Pride_di_Milano_2008_3_-_Foto_Giovanni_Dall%27Orto,_7-June-2008.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Coppia_al_Gay_Pride_di_Milano_2008_3_-_Foto_Giovanni_Dall%27Orto,_7-June-2008.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Foundation_Servers-8055_23.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Foundation_Servers-8055_23.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Foundation_Servers-8055_23.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Surveillance_cameras.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Surveillance_cameras.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Surveillance_cameras.jpg
https://unsplash.com/search/art?photo=yu68fUQDvOI
https://unsplash.com/search/art?photo=yu68fUQDvOI
https://unsplash.com/search/art?photo=yu68fUQDvOI
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Who we are today
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Individual 
contributors
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About 220,000 people contribute monthly

Light
(145,000 editors)

Very Active
(13,000 editors)

# of editors 
by segment

Active
(62,000 editors)

Source: Wikistats, Feb 2017

Our movement was 
pioneered by individual 
contributors, who play an 
invaluable role as content 
contributors, curators, and 
supporters.

https://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/TablesWikimediaAllProjects.htm


25Source: Wikimedia Traffic Analysis Report, 2013

Representation is skewed

https://web.archive.org/web/20161024063241/https:/stats.wikimedia.org/wikimedia/squids/SquidReportPageEditsPerCountryOverview.htm


Distribution of items on Wikidata that are associated with a location
[1] Mark Graham Geographies of the World, 2011

Source: Addshore / CC0 1.0 (Oct 2016)

84% of Wikipedia articles focus on 
Europe and North America[1]

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Capters_and_WMF_Maps.svg
http://www.markgraham.space/blog/geographies-of-the-worlds-knowledge
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikidata_Map_October_2016_Big.png


27Source: Preliminary results from Community Engagement Insights, 2017

The gender gap remains

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Community_Engagement_Insights
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Established projects show a decline in retention
On English Wikipedia, there has been a decline in active editors as the 

project aged. The retention rate of newcomers has also significantly 
declined, from 35% to 5%.

Source: EpochFail / CC BY-SA 4.0

TOTAL ACTIVE EDITORS 
(English Wikipedia)

Source: EpochFail / CC BY-SA 4.0

% SURVIVING NEWCOMERS 
(English Wikipedia)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Monthly_active_editors.enwiki_2016-06.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Monthly_active_editors.enwiki_2016-06.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Monthly_active_editors.enwiki_2016-06.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Enwiki.monthly_user_retention.survival_proportion.svg


In 2012, the Wikimedia 
Foundation surveyed 
8,000 editors across 40 
projects and 17 
languages.

Here are the results 
from their responses to 
the question: What one 
thing motivates you 
most to contribute?

29

Editors are mainly motivated by 
mission and content creation

Source:  Wikimedia Foundation - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/81/Editor_Survey_2012_-_Wikipedia_editing_experience.pdf
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Organized groups



100+ affiliates: the local connectors 
for our global movement  

Niklitov / CC BY-SA 4.0 (Feb 2017)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Capters_and_WMF_Maps.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Capters_and_WMF_Maps.svg#.7B.7Bint:filedesc.7D.7D
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Capters_and_WMF_Maps.svg#.7B.7Bint:filedesc.7D.7D
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Wikimedia affiliates & allied organizations

Chapters Thematic 
Organization User Groups Allied 

Organizations
Wikimedia 
Foundation

40 1 71 2 1
Support work 

focused on a specific 
geography

Support work 
focused on a specific 
theme, topic, subject 

or issue

Includes Amical 
Wikimedia

Support work 
focused on 

geography and/or 
issue through a 

more simple and 
flexible model

Support Wikimedia 
Projects and 

Partnerships for 
adding content and 

contributors.

Includes WikiEd 
Foundation (US) and 

CIS-A2K (India)

Support the 
Wikimedia 
movement

Source: Wikimedia Movement Affiliates

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_movement_affiliates
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Donors
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Funds raised by the Foundation
Donations by continent

Donations to the Wikimedia Foundation, fiscal year 2015-2016

 Source: SPatton (WMF) / CC BY-SA 4.0

from prior year

$77.2 million (USD)
from 5.4 million donors

Note: This does not include money that was raised independently by Wikimedia chapters (e.g., Germany, Switzerland).

https://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/2015-2016_Fundraising_Report#/media/File:FY1516DonationsByContinent.png
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Why do donors give?

[1] WMF 2014-2015 Fundraising Report.

We do not know why 
all of our donors give, 
but we know some of 
the top reasons from 
surveys among five 
countries in regions 
that donate the most.

Use of Wikipedia is 
also a top reason for 
donors in other 
countries, according 
to 50+ focus groups 
conducted by the 
Wikimedia Foundation 
fundraising team.[1]

DONOR MOTIVATIONS 
in Australia, Canada, New Zealand, UK, US

Source: Wikimedia Foundation, 2015

I use Wikipedia and 
would like to see it 
remain a source of 
information

Wikipedia depends 
on its readers in 
order to survive

31.8%

23.6% 15.2%

Wikipedia is a nonprofit

To protect Wikipedia’s 
independence

10%

https://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/2014-2015_Fundraising_Report#RESEARCH
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3AWikimedia_2014_English_Fundraiser_Survey.pdf&page=10
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Readers



We asked English 
Wikipedia readers why 
they use Wikipedia and 
coded 5,000 responses.

Similar surveys on 
Spanish and Persian 
Wikipedias suggest 
these responses also 
apply for other 
projects. 

37

Readers look up media 
references and enjoy learning

Source: GESIS, EPFL, Wikimedia Foundation, 
Stanford University , 2017

English Wikipedia is read in a wide variety of use 
cases. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1702.05379.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1702.05379.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1702.05379.pdf
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Design 
research

CC-by-SA 2.0 - Sandstein CC0 - harivyasi
Public Domain - Arex72

Mexico
2500 surveyed in

2 languages

Nigeria 
2500 surveyed in

4 languages

India 
6000 surveyed in

12 languages

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Indigenous_dancers_in_Mexico_City.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Indigenous_dancers_in_Mexico_City.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Calabar1.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Calabar1.jpg
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Working from findings
People are increasingly getting information 
online, then consuming or sharing it 
offline.

As a brand, Wikipedia is not widely 
recognized or understood. Some people 
are Wikipedia readers without realizing it.

In Nigeria, internet access has been 
prohibitively expensive. Consumers are 
savvy, price-sensitive shoppers with low 
brand loyalty.

In India, internet access is more affordable, 
but cost remains a barrier to widespread 
internet penetration.

What’s next?
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Partners
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Partnerships expand our impact  
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Like-minded 
organizations

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Capters_and_WMF_Maps.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Johannesburg_-_Wikipedia_Zero_-_258A8937.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Johannesburg_-_Wikipedia_Zero_-_258A8937.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Johannesburg_-_Wikipedia_Zero_-_258A8937.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Capters_and_WMF_Maps.svg
https://wikiedu.org/blog/
https://wikiedu.org/blog/
https://wikiedu.org/blog/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Capters_and_WMF_Maps.svg
https://unsplash.com/photos/YjVa-F9P9kk
https://unsplash.com/photos/YjVa-F9P9kk
https://unsplash.com/photos/YjVa-F9P9kk
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Capters_and_WMF_Maps.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:OpenCon2016_group_photo2.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:OpenCon2016_group_photo2.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:OpenCon2016_group_photo2.jpg


The larger ecosystem

There is a broader 
ecosystem of actors 
beyond Wikimedia 
that impact the vision 
of free knowledge 
that we are trying to 
achieve in the world. 

We have to consider 
how we work with this 
broader ecosystem. 

42
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Who we want to 
become



“Movements are 
purposeful and powerful 

ecosystems.”

44Taj James, From Protest to Power
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[1] Talk given at the Ford Foundation/Solidaire 
gathering, Feb-26-2016.

CC by David Shankbone Link

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Civil_rights_demonstration_in_front_of_a_segregated_theater_Tallahassee,_Florida_(6847006931).jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Civil_rights_demonstration_in_front_of_a_segregated_theater_Tallahassee,_Florida_(6847006931).jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:David_Shankbone
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Occupy_Wall_Street_Anonymous_Crowd_2011_Shankbone.JPG
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Community-based_savings_bank_in_Cambodia.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Community-based_savings_bank_in_Cambodia.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Community-based_savings_bank_in_Cambodia.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Manifestation_anti-G8_au_Havre_-_21_mai_2011_-_025_v1.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Manifestation_anti-G8_au_Havre_-_21_mai_2011_-_025_v1.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_lion_of_Egyptian_revolution_(Qasr_al-Nil_Bridge)-2x3.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_lion_of_Egyptian_revolution_(Qasr_al-Nil_Bridge)-2x3.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_lion_of_Egyptian_revolution_(Qasr_al-Nil_Bridge)-2x3.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nelson_Mandela,_2000_(5).jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nelson_Mandela,_2000_(5).jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:8marchrallydhaka_(55).JPG
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:8marchrallydhaka_(55).JPG
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Demonstrations_in_Victoria9.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Demonstrations_in_Victoria9.jpg
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The Wikimedia community: Other movements also:

● Collective actions

● Organizing structures & coordination

● Common values & principles

● An overall belief in free knowledge

● Similar (enough) motivations

● Reaction against the commercialization of 
the internet...

● React against systemic injustice (such as 
land rights, ethnic discrimination or 
environmental exploitation)

● Fight political battles (for example, for civil 
rights, universal suffrage or labor rights)

● Often time-bound

We can learn from other movements and understand how they operate.

What makes Wikimedia a movement?



Isolation
(narrow focus, 
fragmented)

Interdependence
(unified ecosystem)

Defensive stance
(reactive)

Pro-active stance
(opening up new 

possibilities)

Marginalization
(even within 
movements)

Distributed power
(among those most 

impacted)

Competition
(self-interested 

groups)

Strategic direction
(for collective impact)

Control
(risk averse, 

perfectionistic)

Creativity
(risk-tolerance)

Source: Movement Strategy Center

Where movements have challenges
Going from To

http://movementstrategy.org/b/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/MSC-Movement_Pivots-WhitePaper1.pdf


Isolation
(narrow focus, 
fragmented)

Interdependence
(unified ecosystem)

Defensive stance
(reactive)

Pro-active stance
(opening up new 

possibilities)

Marginalization
(even within 
movements)

Distributed power
(among those most 

impacted)

Competition
(self-interested 

groups)

Strategic direction
(for collective impact)

Control
(risk averse, 

perfectionistic)

Creativity
(risk-tolerance)

Source: Movement Strategy Center

Limited engagement of 
those outside Wikimedia

Stuck defending 
against conflict 

(often on the periphery)

Tough environment for 
new communities to 

enter

Self-interest & internal 
power struggles

Resistance to 
change

What challenges do we share?
Have you experienced 

these challenges?
Going from To

http://movementstrategy.org/b/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/MSC-Movement_Pivots-WhitePaper1.pdf


Isolation
(narrow focus, 
fragmented)

Interdependence
(unified ecosystem)

Defensive stance
(reactive)

Pro-active stance
(opening up new 

possibilities)

Marginalization
(even within 
movements)

Distributed power
(among those most 

impacted)

Competition
(self-interested 

groups)

Strategic direction
(for collective impact)

Control
(risk averse, 

perfectionistic)

Creativity
(risk-tolerance)

Source: Movement Strategy Center

Listen to people & 
communities

Lead with bold 
   vision & purpose

Invite broad 
awareness 

Align & move 
collectively

Trust & 
innovate

Limited engagement of 
those outside Wikimedia

Stuck defending 
against conflict 

(often on the periphery)

Tough environment for 
new communities to 

enter

Self-interest & internal 
power struggles

Resistance to 
change

What challenges will we overcome?
Our challenges Going from To How to overcome

http://movementstrategy.org/b/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/MSC-Movement_Pivots-WhitePaper1.pdf
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The larger ecosystem



What do we want to 
build or achieve 

together by 2030?
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